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Watch the video

RELAX nasce dal desiderio della C&C Laboratori di
offrire una linea di prodotti per la cura globale del
corpo, capace di affrontare i bisogni di ogni tipo di
pelle ed ogni necessità di trattamento
“Maté and other infusions’ ritual is sacred. For other
cultures this ritual is ceremonial and it needs the
right timing”
Following the same philosophy, Relax is glad to
present the anti-cellulite shock treatment
a grouping of cosmetic products for wellbeing & Spa
treatments.
Every product has been formulated in order to
guarantee immediate and surprising results which
will be enhanced following the whole ritual

RITUAL OF USAGE
1. Apply Butter Massage on the areas of the body to be
treated by realising a brief massage
2. Put the Activator Salt on the areas treated with the Butter
creating a strong exfoliant action
3. Nebulise the Active Concentrate on both products creating
a real emulsion. In this way the Activator Salt will be solubilised and it will give an osmotic effect to your skin
4. Remove everything with a sponge soaked in lukewarm
water; nebulise the Draining Serum or Lipo-reducing Serum
according to the needs of the chosen treatment
5. Spread everything with Massage Cream until the product is
completely absorbed

lipo-reducing and draining

Massage butter

Activator salt

Active concentrate

Serum

The treatment is studied in order to slim down and
reshape the silhouette, especially in the area oh hips,
legs and glutes, by creating a strong draining action.
It stimulates the skin’s activity with an effective
moisturizing and slimming action. Lipo-reducing
treatment with an innovative complex of natural
active ingredients: mate-cocoa-caffeine, enriched
with essential peppermint oil.

It is a combination of Himalayan crystal salts with
lemon, bitter orange and sage essential oils in order
to moisturize, drain and smooth. Natural oils soften
and nourish your skin; the delicate mechanic
exfoliant action of the salt softly removes dead cells
and skin’s thickenings. It gives brightness leaving
your skin velvety and soft

Draining solution suited for treatment and
prevention of imperfections caused by
alterations of venous and lymphatic microcirculation of the legs. The draining and soothing
actions are immediate thanks to a mix of natural
actives such as mandelic acid, tartaric acid
derived from grapefruit, apple
extract,
enzymatic bioliquiﬁed of red grape and wheat
bran, bitter orange, lemon and peppermint
essential oils. It fulﬁls a strong slimming and
reshaping action, especially in the area oh hips,
legs and glutes, by guaranteeing an increment of
liquids’ drainage in the tissues

This serum has been formulated in order to contrast
skin’s imperfections of the cellulite and stagnation of
cutaneous liquids which provoke swelling and give
to the skin an irregular and unstable aspect. All the
active ingredients contained assure the final result
thanks to the decongestant and draining action of
Maté, to the lipolytic properties of Ximenynic acid,
to the reduction of the liquid’s passage to the tissues
guaranteed by Centella and Laminaria extracts
and to the refreshing and draining properties given
by Peppermint and Sicilian Lemon essential oils
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lipo-reducing and draining
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Massage cream

Body cream

Lipo-reducing treatment, based on natural
extracts, which offers an intense slimming and
reshaping action especially in the area oh hips,
legs and glutes. Burdock, Guaranà, Chestnut and
titled Matè natural extracts, carry out a synergic
action with Mandelic Acid, Ximenynic Acid
(chemical compound very pure extracted by
sandalwood seeds), Caffeine and Pappermint and
Bitter Orange Essential Oils by reducing and
contrasting cellulite’s imperfections and
cutaneous adiposities giving to the skin a smooth
and harden effect

Slimming and reshaping massage cream which
carries out a lipolytic action by contrasting liquid’s
retention. It gives nourishment and hydration
preserving the skin’s elasticity and improving its
compactness. The regular use limits the loss of
skin’s tone giving the appropriate degree of
hydration which keeps your skin tonic and dynamic.
It is studied in order to contrast cellulite and it is
activated thanks to Xanthines contained in the
Caffeine which act with different active ingredients
such as Guaranà, Matè and Green Tea extracts. It
plays an adjuvant action in draining and lipolytic
treatments

Slimming and reshaping body cream which carries out a
lipolytic action by contrasting liquid’s retention. It gives
nourishment and hydration preserving the skin’s elasticity
and improving its compactness. The regular use limits the
loss of skin’s tone giving the appropriate degree of hydration
which keeps your skin tonic and dynamic. It plays an adjuvant
action in draining and lipolytic treatments.
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